
PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS • TUESDAY 2ND OCTOBER 2018

8:00 Check in for workshop attendees and morning networking

10:30 Morning networking break for workshop attendees

8:30  Workshop A: Human-Centred Operational Excellence:  Creating a 
High Reliability Culture

10:45  Workshop C: Digital Transformation: Reducing Operational Risk 
through effective, reliable data and information management

8:30  Workshop B: Creating an agile framework for  Operational Excellence

10:45  Workshop D: Delivering Operational Excellence: Leveraging process 
and people to drive high performance

•  Getting better at getting better: What does a culture of operational discipline really mean?
•  What is the role of culture in achieving operational excellence?
•  What are the core values, behaviors, etc. necessary to achieve operational excellence?
•  How can leaders create this culture within their organisation?
•  How decisions of “who does what where” affect your ability to achieve operational excellence
•  A different way of looking at the business architectures that underpin how you organise the

business, manage process, conduct operations, and even support IT
•  How do you assess and measure culture?

Through guided examples and by understanding real-world examples, this workshop will help you:

•  Access how your current management of critical data and information is impacting your ability to
achieve operational excellence

•  Understand how better management of change prevents operational inefficiencies and critical
errors, as well as reducing the risk of failing compliance tests

•  Get control of the documents that are key to your projects, including the ability to manage
collaboration both inside and beyond your organisation

Achieving Operational Excellence is an aspiration. Just when you think you are getting close, 
reality shows there’s always a distance yet to travel. Most OE implementations fail because 
the programs goals are not clearly defined at the outset and the systems adopted to manage 
expectations assume an unrealistic conclusion – Excellence.
Operational Excellence needs to be considered a “living thing”, because the business you 
manage today is not the one you will manage in the months and years ahead. It’s changing all 
the time and the Operational Management System required to meet these changing challenges 
must be agile, proactive and reactive, as circumstances dictate.
We are reframing what Operational Excellence means in the context of different Industry 
applications. This new and unique step-by-step process is designed not to control the way you 
work but to help you take control of the work you do, more effectively, efficiently and profitably.
Using a consultative approach, this workshop will help you understand what you need to meet 
minimum safety and regulatory protocols; plan and prioritise risk management and opportunity 
development; whilst identifying the business-critical factors where added value can be achieved. 
This hands-on session will show you how to deliver your Operational Excellence agenda, mindful 
that as you get closer to excellence, new standards will push you farther away. It’s an evolving 
process requiring a full life cycle and utilisation of technology. The solution is “Imperative”. 
Al Ward, Principal Consultant, GEMsoft7

Paul Bartlett, Principal Consultant, GEMsoft7 

In this fun and engaging workshop, we will dive into the big questions: How would you approach 
improving performance at your organisation? What information would you need? What tools would 
help you along the way? How would you know if you had succeeded? Our interactive workshop 
takes you step by step through creating a program for achieving high performance. We use a 
systematic approach to intervention and change, taking you on a journey through the development 
of an Operational Excellence program which focuses on leveraging the capability of your people 
and the existing procedures and processes. We examine the ways in which teams and individuals 
can be supported during a project to work more effectively, and finally we examine the technology 
that’s available to help. In this workshop, you will:
•  Dig into the challenges of getting processes, policies and procedures from the desktop to the

work floor.
•  Engage your creative problem-solving skills to address real challenges

in your organisation.
• Learn how to control the process of change.
•  Collaborate on challenges and solutions with other workshop attendees in groups and teams.
•  Identify ways of enhancing performance and reducing risk at each stage of

the project.
Learn how to reduce operational variations across different business areas by systematically 
improving work control and compliance to deliver performance improvement. The course 
facilitator will then take you through an intervention program which examines how to link 
competence and work activities to achieve high performance and Operational Excellence.
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12:45 Networking Luncheon for workshop attendees

3:15 Networking break for workshop attendees

5:30 Workshops Conclude

1:15  Workshop E: Operational Excellence: What world class characteristics 
does your organisation need to sustain leading performance?

3:30  Workshop G: Lean in Operational Excellence:  Building a world-class 
Lean Excellence organisation

1:15  Workshop F: Process safety and Operational Excellence: Realising 
the connection between safe operations and efficient operations

3:30  Workshop H: Systematic improvement: Leveraging your Operations 
Management System to drive high performance

Industry leaders exhibit specific characteristics in their operational and organisational 
philosophy that sets them apart from others. This workshop will explore those 
characteristics, how they impact business performance, and what actions can be taken to 
begin adopting similar characteristics. We will use case studies in an interactive session to 
discuss application of theory. Participants will come away with:
•   Appreciation of the link between organisational culture and operational excellence principles

•  Understanding of the Operational Excellence World Class Characteristics for asset
intensive industries

•  Change management challenges to successfully implement and sustain
operational excellence

•  Why operational excellence is a long term journey and not a quick improvement initiative
Jerry E Isch, Senior Vice President, Consulting Solutions & Global Safety Lead, KBC (a 
Yokagawa Company)

These are interesting times. Increasing cost pressure and a far greater risk profile means 
everyone – from the CEO  to your frontline workers -  is required to do more, often with 
much less.  Individual change initiatives are often projects with steering committees that 
rarely result in long term, sustainable improvements.    

Many of these challenges are rooted in organisational behavior. Meeting production targets 
while keeping risk levels low requires an understanding of these behaviors to ensure that 
you can successfully get everyone in the organisation working smarter.

This hands on workshop will show you how to engage the organisation from top to bottom, 
changing the way people think and behave to deliver far better outcomes for the business.

In this dynamic session participants will learn how to: 

•  Turn strategy into action: converting leadership objectives into deliverable outcomes
•  Understand ‘what good looks like’ and what it really means to operate in a Lean

environment
•  Discuss different methods and approaches to implementation (including typical causes of

failure and how to avoid them)
•  Engage the workforce to ensure success in delivering strategic outcomes
•  Define the resource requirements needed for successful Lean Transformation
Participants can expect to leave with a deeper understanding of how to use Lean 
Thinking as a way to execute your OE strategy. There will be the opportunity to consider a 
structured model for implementation, and identify ways to tailor that structure to your own 
organisation.  The workshop will be relevant to people at all stages of transformation and 
will help them you decide where to go next and how to structure your approach.

Glyn Finney, Director and Owner, Castlefirth
Chris Cooper, Castlefirth

• What does it mean to achieve excellence in health and safety?
•  Integrating safety performance improvement with Operations Excellence and

management systems
•  Constructing a health and safety program that is not only effective in limiting incidents,

but that is optimised operationally
• World class incident management is no accident
• Integrating process safety together with personal safety in decision making
•  The new performance standard: Establishing principles and structures that begin with

safety - and then applying them to other areas of the business
•  What’s required to be successful? Designing a model that’s broad enough to be

applicable to all of your assets
•  Creating a culture of standardised processes that lead to integrated operations

and management
•  Creating standardised approaches to various business functions: Centralising knowledge

and oversight, while giving flexibility in implementation

• Taking a systematic approach to improvement

• Management Systems: Mitigating implementation risks

• Ensuring compliance

• Building the most compelling case for deeper OMS commitment

• Getting leadership to focus on and support your Management System

• Removing barriers to change: Creating a sustainable operational excellence culture

• Developing a strategy to gain buy-in from your workforce

• Overcoming the change management hurdle: Cultural considerations

Continued
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  Dinner will be served midway through the workshop and is included in the price of registration. 

The first 50 registrants will receive a signed 
copy of Jim’s recently published book 

“Controlling Risk:  
30 Techniques for  

Operating Excellence” 
(retail value $40)

Evening Workshop and 
Dinner with 

Jim Wetherbee  
NASA Astronaut 

Tuesday, 2nd October, 2018 
5.45-8.00 pm

Space is  
limited!!!

The Ten Common Adverse Conditions in 
Organizations That Failed to Prevent the 
Next Accident
With thirty-five years of experience in high-hazard operational 
environments, Jim Wetherbee works with leaders in hazardous industries 
with critical mission objectives. He is the only American astronaut to 
have commanded five missions in space, and is the only person to have 
landed the Space Shuttle five times. Jim earned a Bachelor of Science 
in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Notre Dame in 1974. He 
began his career as a Naval Aviator aboard the USS John F Kennedy, 
flying the A-7 Corsair. After graduating from the US Naval Test Pilot School, 
Jim performed flight-testing of the F/A-18 Hornet. In 1984, Jim was 
selected to join NASA in its tenth group of astronauts. Over a twenty-year 
career, he flew six times on the Space Shuttle. The five-time commander 
flew two missions to the Russian Space Station, Mir, and two missions 
to the International Space Station. In 1998, he was appointed as the 
Director, Flight Crew Operations, specifically selected to improve 

the flight and ground safety in the astronaut corps. Based on that 
success, Jim was selected after the Columbia accident to enhance 

the safety aspects in the organizational culture at the Johnson 
Space Center, home of NASA’s human space flight program. 

Bringing his experience from the aerospace industry as a 
former NASA executive and astronaut, Jim joined the oil 

and gas industry as a Safety and Operations Auditor 
for BP. Four years later, he was selected as a VP for 

Operating Leadership. In this role, he supported 
efforts to improve performance results consistently 

over the long-term, by emphasizing effective leadership behaviors as a 
key way to influence and inspire people to conduct safe and high-quality 
operations. After successful careers in naval aviation, aerospace, and the 
oil and gas industry, Jim is passionate about helping leaders and operators 
perform successfully in hazardous environments.

Based on observations, discussions, and assessments from thirty-five 
years of working in various hazardous endeavors, including the recovery 
from the Texas City and Macondo incidents in the oil and gas industry, and 
the Challenger and Columbia space shuttle incidents, Jim Wetherbee will 
present a list of ten adverse conditions that commonly existed in many 
organizations before they experienced major disasters or minor accidents. 
In sociotechnical systems used to control risk, improve performance, 
and accomplish goals, five of these ten adverse conditions existed on the 
technical side, and five were on the social side. By turning hindsight into 
foresight, participants can learn how to use the presence and severity of 
these adverse conditions as indicators to determine if their organization 
may be drifting toward a disaster.

Jim Wetherbee, Author, Controlling Risk: 30 Techniques for Operating 
Excellence, Former NASA Astronaut and Former Vice President, Operating 
Leadership, BP

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS • TUESDAY 2ND OCTOBER 2018 Continued
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7:00 Registration and check in Networking Breakfast

8:00 Welcome from conference director
Leslie Allen, Global Director, IQPC

8:05 Chair’s opening address

8:15  Gaining business value from Operational Excellence
 There has never been a more critical time for energy, chemicals and 
resources companies to be focused on Operational Excellence – its critical 
not just for survival but in order to thrive in the years ahead. The innovators 
that have strategically invested in operationalefficiency programs are 
demonstrating their operational resilience – while marginal operatorsmust 
significantly improve in order to position themselves for long-term growth 
in an increasinglycompetitive marketplace. With so many companies 
hampered by complexity and inefficiency, now is the time to optimise 
your operations to yield more productivity and fully harvest the benefits of 
technology, scale and standardisation.
 While many of us have an Operational Excellence or CI program in place – 
but does it truly link planning and operations to strategy? Are you getting 
the most business value you possible can out of it? What about metrics – 
what is the true impact of OE on your business’ financial performance? Do 
you know?
 This dynamic panel will discuss these issues and more – including how 
to reduce complexity and variability with clearly defined standards and 
accountabilities, build the most compelling case for deeper OE focus and 
demonstrate to your executive leaders and shareholders the true impact 
that Operational Excellence can have on the bottom line.   

9:00  Maximising business impact through a holistic approach to continuous 
improvement and OE: Lessons learned from a 10 year journey at Shell 
Downstream

  Michiel Van Noort, Global Head of Continuous Improvement, Downstream, 
Royal Dutch Shell

9:40  Driving Operational Excellence to the Frontline: How to translate the 
business strategy into action and engage the frontline
 Arkema has 19,000 employees based in 50 countries, with 137 industrial 
plants and 13 research centers. As a chemical company, safety has always 
been a priority at Arkema. However, following several major acquisitions, 
the company found itself in a unique position: as people joined the 
company via mergers and acquisitions, they often brought their previous 
company’s culture along with them.
 Arkema was challenged with the task of implementing a uniform company 
strategy across several business units. In this case study we see how the 
company was able to overcome these challenges and drive OE to the front 
line by:   
•  Creating a roadmap for the implementation journey from the boardroom

to the frontline
• Aligning strategy with execution
•  Identify opportunities to leverage OE tools to eliminate sources of value

loss in your operations
• Embedding OE in your organizational DNA by engaging all employees
• Learning along the way: recent challenges and lessons learned
Jérôme Fady, Vice President Operational Excellence, Arkema

10:20 Networking Break
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There is no better way than to learn from your 
peers in the industry. The quality of your speakers, 
panel members, and participants was exceptional

Director of Operational Excellence, Irving Oil
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Leadership & Culture EH&S Excellence

10:40 A journey worth taking: Getting Leaders to Buy In to Operational Excellence 

 In order to build an effective Operational Excellence program, all levels of the organization must buy in 
and actively participate in improvement efforts. How can we convince senior leadership that Operational 
Excellence is a journey worth taking?

 This session will introduce you to leadership practices and a proven deployment methodology that 
integrates with, and supports existing operational improvement efforts to effectively address the human 
side of performance, while managing competing priorities, aligning leaders, and achieving consistent 
output.

 This case study will focus on the implementation of the E.ON Climate & Renewables Operational 
Excellence program, including: 

•  How to  drive changes in leadership thinking and behaviours to deliver performance improvement
through Operational Excellence

•  Developing leadership practices that guide employees toward repeatable, optimized behaviours that
drive OE

•  Understanding the behavioral impact of operational improvement efforts - how the attitudes of Senior
Leadership effect the entire organization

Christopher Smith, Director, Operational Excellence, Climate & Renewables, E.ON

11:10  “Culture eats strategy for breakfast”: Three key levers for evolving your 
company culture 

 •  Creating a culture of Continuous Improvement
 •  Determining your organisation’s current culture – and shaping it to fit your strategy
 •  Why culture is the best source of competitive advantage out there
 •  Defining your aspirational target culture
 •  Leadership alignment: changing leadership behaviours to drive operational excellence
 •  Using culture as a fundamental management tool
 •  Understanding that what worked in the past may no longer work in the future -  and what worked for

one company may not work for another
•  Predict the behavioural impact of operational improvement efforts
Ulrich Hank, Senior Vice President/Head of Health, Safety & Environment, Innogy SE
Hugo Ashkar, Global Risk Manager, BP
 Jim Wetherbee, Astronaut and Author Controlling Risk: 30 Techniques for Operating Excellence

11:40  Cultural Change Programs: Understanding how to make culture change happen to 
drive out risk and enhance operational excellence 

•  How can we define culture?
 •   Implementing changes in leadership thinking and behaviours to drive out operational risk

and support transformation
 •   Leadership and culture change: why it needs to start at the top
 •  What are the stages of culture change – can we ‘learn’ a new culture?

•   Identifying the fundamentals of a culture change program
 Alexander Breskvar, Vice President, Quality Management & EHS, Siemens Gamesa 
Renewable Energy

10:40 Safety Culture at Arkema: Focusing on Culture to Drive Operational Excellence

 Arkema has 19,000 employees based in 50 countries, with 137 industrial plants and 13 research centers. 
As a chemical company, safety has always been a priority at Arkema. However, following several major 
acquisitions, the company found itself in a unique position: as people joined the company via mergers 
and acquisitions, they often brought along their previous company’s views on safety protocols and 
procedures. The company felt it was critical to have one point of view, one strategy that transcended all 
continents, cultures, and language barriers. Without it they felt they would never achieve a position as 
one of the best-performing companies in the chemical industry in terms of safety performance. But how?

 Paul Leonard will share Arkema’s journey to safety excellence and will share where they were, where 
they are today and where they are going as they focus on becoming one of the safest chemical 
companies in the world.

• Shifting ownership of safety from just leaders and managers to everyone in the organisation
• Arkema’s Strategic Learning Map® “Arkema Safety Academy: Our Safety Culture”
• The development of the Learning Map
•  The deployment: training 14,000 people in 40 different countries and 10 different languages in a

12-month time period
• The impact on the business
•  Building a sense of trust amongst employees: How the Learning Map unified employees and became

the foundation for Arkema’s culture
• What’s next?
Paul Leonard, Vice President of Health, Safety and Environment Arkema

11:10  Laying the foundation for Operational Excellence: Establishing principles and 
structures that begin with safety - and then applying them to other areas of the 
business
• Understanding the link between safety, reliability and Operational Excellence
• Creating the business case for improved operational discipline
•  Why a foundation of EHS Excellence and Reliability can lead to enterprise Operational Excellence

through increased discipline, predictability, and risk management
•  Building a culture of Operational Excellence with standardized processes that lead to integrated

operations and management
•  Creating standardized approaches to various business functions: Centralizing knowledge and

oversight, while giving flexibility in implementation
• What’s required to be successful?

- Leadership - Culture - Competencies - Skills/ learning/ training

11:40  Incident Management: Why are we still failing to learn?

• What are we doing differently since Piper Alpha, Macondo, Space Shuttle Columbia?
•  Review of how inadequate ‘learning from incidents’ processes have been identified as

contributory factors in major accidents
• What is holding us back from learning from incidents?
•  Understanding the human and organisational factor causes of an incident through

appropriate investigation approaches
•  Using multiple opportunities for learning to optimise changes that lead to a lower risk

work environment
•  Getting leaders to involve leaders in incident management – the critical role of front line

supervision
• Implementing effective learning - and changing practices for the long haul
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Business Transformation Asset Optimisation

1:00  Human Factors meets Data Analytics and Safety and introduces everyone to 
Lean Six Sigma at Chevron 

 •  A taste of leveraging new views on Safety and Data analytics as part of Lean
Transformation

 •  Take Lean Sigma tools to the next level in support of “the human factor” at your
sites

 •  Simple ways to integrate Human factors engineering into your current safety
toolbox

 •  Examples of digital tools (Gamification, Podcasts, LCD, Sound Bites) to get the right
data analytics to the right levels of your organisation using Lean Six Sigma

Dr. Graciela Perez, Global Manager, Chevron

2:00  Understanding the connection between organisational culture and safety, 
environmental and financial performance 

 • What’s the link between culture, reliability and Operational Excellence?
 •  With so much volatility and risk in hazardous industries today – what impact can

culture change can have on safety performance? environmental performance?
compliance?  financial performance?

 • Where should the responsibility for changing culture sit in an organisation?
 • Can you measure organisational culture?
 • Where do you start when it comes to changing culture?

1:00  Asset optimisation: Reducing risk and improving reliability for world class 
operations 
•  Creating a greater focus on process safety issues through tools such as risk assessment

and risk registers
• Responding to risk by considering root cause analysis and weekly downtime reports
• How to effectively and efficiently manage incoming asset data to avoid data overload
•  Asset optimisation: Framework approach to establishing an asset management and

reliability program
•  Evaluating your ‘as-is’ baseline and setting your ‘to-be’ improvement goals - Who should

be involved - How to do we measure improvement (Establishing KPIs) - Gaining executive
and employee support

• Applying Operational Excellence tools to enhance asset reliability and performance
• Addressing reliability and integrity challenges
•  Getting employees at all levels to consistently perform monitoring, root-cause analysis,

follow-through and more
Andy Morris, Fleet Chief Mechanical Engineer, EDF Energy

1:30  Reliability Transformation: Driving Standardisation and Optimisation of Phillips 
66 Reliability Processes 

•  Implementing world-class maintenance and reliability programs that promote safe,
cost effective business: what’s really required?

•  Improving the partnership between operations and maintenance
•  Increasing “ownership” by operators in preventing equipment failures and enhancing

frontline collaborative root cause analysis
•  Building a culture of reliability through governance
•  Reliability process execution
•  Performance management 
•  Skills development 
•  Operational excellence 
•  Change/ communications 
•  Leveraging the right processes, roles and responsibilities to enable effective

decision making, and ensure the effort is on track to deliver value and achieve long-
term sustainability

2:00  Reducing Operational Risk: Delivering capital and maintenance projects with 
less risk and superior returns 

•  What specific steps can be taken to boost return on capital employed? Given the
current market conditions, should there be tighter criteria for project approval?
Should we be reducing inventory? Sharing risk models with partners and suppliers?

•  Improving collaboration between project execution teams and removing silos
•  What are the largest challenges today for keeping projects on time and on budget?
•  How should companies be tracking the progress of complex, capital intensive

projects?

Choose between tracks
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1:30 Driving Operational Excellence across your supply chain
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•  Reducing the Operational Excellence “disconnect” between suppliers and
production companies

• End-to End process discipline strategies to minimize risk
 • Defining which process belongs to each party
 • Overcoming the challenges of executing OE in complex supply chain environments
 •  Assessing how well your suppliers are performing: critical questions you should be

asking
• What to do when you find gaps with supplier continuous improvement efforts

Marco Barsanti, Senior Vice President, HSSE Asset Operations, Uniper
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2:30  Transformation Acceleration Session

 Branded as “the best networking session I’ve ever attended” by a number of past Summit delegates, this structured networking session is the ideal opportunity for you to capitalise on time out of the 
office by speaking to each of your peers in attendance and learning about the solutions available to your specific OE challenges. 

 How does it work? It’s easy. You spend five minutes at a table of your choice, and when the bell rings you’ll be directed to the next one to start another round of networking. At the end of the session 
you’ll have met most of your peers, and if you haven’t, you can continue into the networking cocktail reception at the end of the day.

3:00  Taking a collaborative approach: The power of supply chain engagement to drive Operational Excellence in Health and Safety

 Simon Watson is head of health, safety, security and wellbeing at Thames Water, responsible for the strategic and operational direction of health and safety within the Operations business. Thames Water 
is the public water supply and waste water treatment provider for London and surrounding area and is the UK’s largest water and wastewater services company, supplying 2.6 billion litres of drinking 
water per day, and treats 4.4 billion litres of wastewater per day.

 Simon has held numerous safety critical roles including heavy civil infrastructure, engineering, marine, construction and utilities. He believes in the importance and endless possibilities of effective supply 
chain engagement to change the landscape of health, safety and wellbeing benefits. In this insightful presentation he will discuss:

 •  Thames Water’s innovative approach to working with its supply chain: Building trust to create an environment that allows each partner organisation to flourish together.
 •  The development, establishment and delivery of a unique engagement model that places control in the hands of all partners to achieve a common goal.
•  Thames Water’s ground breaking approach in using psychology alongside organisational performance to select supply chain partnerships.
 During this talk Simon will share the lessons learnt over the past five years in shaping this program and will provide practical guidance on how to follow a similar path should you wish  to do so.

Simon Watson, Head of Health, Safety, Security & Wellbeing, Thames Water

3:40  Building for maintenance excellence

 How to assure return on investment at a time when you need it the most. Implementing the fundamentals of an efficient and effective Computerised Maintenance Management System is key to delivering 
Maintenance Excellence. 

•  Lessons learned: Insight into the execution of the world’s largest asset management project, covering over 2 million equipment tags across 7 regions
•  How one of the world’s largest oil and gas companies is achieving $20m worth of efficiency savings through strategic implementation
• How to gain the most ROI on operational expenditure for maintenance
•  Identification of marginal gains and their accumulated impact on achieving

operational excellence

Dr. Damon Bowler, Manager of Projects, Add Energy

4:20 Controlling Risk In A Dangerous World
 How do operators prevent the next accident? How do they prevent unpredictable accidents? Can they simultaneously improve performance?  On the front lines of danger, your employees are the last line 
of defense trying to prevent death and destruction. What happens if they don’t succeed? After accidents, organisations typically issue new rules. These will work—until the next accident. Again, new rules 
are issued and procedures are updated. Yet, the cycle of accidents continues. Organisations and operators must need something more than rules and procedures to prevent unpredictable accidents. The 
solution is found in the principles of operating excellence.

 Since the beginning of the space program, astronauts have been following these principles and developing techniques to help flight crews stay alive and accomplish dangerous missions in the 
unforgiving environment of space. In Controlling Risk, you will learn how to operate better, work together, and improve performance in your high-risk business to accomplish much more in your 
dangerous world!

Jim Wetherbee, Astronaut Former Vice President, Operating Leadership, BP 
Author, Controlling Risk: 30 Techniques for Operating Excellence

With thirty-five years of experience in high-hazard operational environments, Jim works with leaders in hazardous industries with critical mission objectives. He is the only American astronaut to 
have commanded five missions in space, and is the only person to have landed the Space Shuttle five times. Jim earned a Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering from the University of 
Notre Dame in 1974. He began his career as a Naval Aviator aboard the USS John F Kennedy, flying the A-7 Corsair. After graduating from the US Naval Test Pilot School, Jim performed flight-

testing of the F/A-18 Hornet.   In 1984, Jim was selected to join NASA in its tenth group of astronauts. Over a twenty-year career, he flew six times on the Space Shuttle. The five-time commander flew two 
 missions to the Russian Space Station, Mir, and two missions to the International Space Station. In 1998, he was appointed as the Director, Flight Crew Operations, specifically selected to improve the flight 
and ground safety in the astronaut corps. Based on that success, Jim was selected after the Columbia accident to enhance the safety aspects in the organisational culture at the Johnson Space Center, 
home of NASA’s human space flight program. Bringing his experience from the aerospace industry as a former NASA executive and astronaut, Jim joined the oil and gas industry as a Safety and Operations 
Auditor for BP. Four years later, he was selected as a VP for Operating Leadership. In this role, he supported efforts to improve performance results consistently over the long-term, by emphasising effective 
leadership behaviors as a key way to influence and inspire people to conduct safe and high-quality operations. After successful careers in naval aviation, aerospace, and the oil and gas industry, Jim is 
passionate about helping leaders and operators perform successfully in hazardous environments.
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 5:00    Networking Cocktail Reception for all Conference Attendees, Speakers and Sponsors

Continued
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MAIN CONFERENCE • THURSDAY 4TH OCTOBER 2018 

7:30  Check In and Networking Breakfast

8:00  Chair’s Opening Remarks

8:10  Enabling and delivering OE performance through your Operations Management System

Many companies have implemented formal management systems in an attempt to improve 
execution and achieve Operational Excellence. While a few companies like Chevron, Exxon 
and Koch Industries have had tremendous success with their management systems, many 
other companies have found their management system has become bureaucratic, costly, and 
ineffective. Even worse, they have found their management systems added more layers of 
complexity that further weigh upon the companies’ performance. This session will highlight the 
critical success factors in OMS design and implementation.

•  Driving OEMS accountability through governance: why its not just about compliance

•  Building the most compelling case for deeper OMS commitment by cascading governance

•  Getting leadership to focus on and support your Management System

•  Assigning clear ownership and governance for the processes that make up your
management system

•  Integrating implementation of the management system into the business planning cycle

•  Take a risked-based approach

8:50  Driving cross business optimisation: Generating value by continuously improving global 
operations and processes

•  Ensuring collaboration between locations to ensure a coherent and consistent process
excellence program

•  Overcoming cultural and geographic challenges when governing a global program

•  Crossing the boundaries of functional silos to achieve cross-functional collaboration with
increased transparency and process optimisation

•  Removing costly and inefficient variation by deploying standardised processes and systems
across the organisation

9:30  Risk management applied to Operational Excellence: Optimal Facility risk profiles

•  Understanding the various types of risk – and what that means for your business or project
provides you a holistic view of a your risk profile

•  Identifying, assessing, responding to risks is good; yet the journey to risk informed decision
making demands more

•  Ensuring effective risk governance and reporting mechanisms are in place is sound; yet
knowing what (to prioritise), how and when is better

Hugo Ashkar, Global Risk Manager, BP

10:10  Networking Break 
I had low expectations coming to this (not sure 

why) I was very wrong. I have identified several of 
my reports to attend a future event
Mark McMillan, Director of Applied Technology, Newalta Corporation
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Digital strategy: Taking the next step toward digital transformation 

Leveraging emerging technologies – without compromising safety, reliability and compliance

Achieving OE through safe, secure and reliable IoT Solutions

Innovation and Early Success: Robotic Process Automation at Engie

Asset Optimisation: Making your operations more predictive

The Digitally Enabled Worker: Supporting your workforce through digital transformation

10:30  What does Digital really mean for your business?  Do you truly understand your 
current position when it comes to your digital transformation? 

 Most executives understand why their companies need to transform, and most have 
a basic understanding of what must be done. But a fundamental question remains: 
how do you make it happen?

 Your transformation will be very specific depending on where you are on your digital 
journey. You need to assess your digital maturity and identify gaps relative to your 
competitors.  And you need to understand where digital initiatives can have the 
greatest impact on their business.

11:00 •  Determining your readiness for emerging technologies, systems & controls

•  Identifying and preparing for the risks that these new controls bring

 •  Engaging and educating employees across all levels – and across your supply
chain - to when rolling out new technologies

•  Aquaterra Energy’s risk management approach

Simon Hatson, Head of QHSE & Business Improvement, Aquaterra Energy Limited 

11:30  To embrace the benefits of digital operations and business models, companies need 
to ensure knowledge management teams are informed about IoT initiatives. 
 Engaging these teams enables them to create KSA roadmaps for workforce 
development that complement the role smart, connected devices and high volumes 
of data will play in digitised businesses.
• Learn how to leverage the opportunities of IoT
•  Discover safe and secure technology to build into your IoT devices to protect the

integrity of your operations
• Explore how to design reliable operations into your IoT devices

10:30  The Engie group operates in over 70 countries worldwide, with more than 150 000 
employees. In 2015, the company began it’s Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
Programme, which aims to increase efficiency and accuracy in the company’s operations. 
This case study will look at Engie’s initial implementation of this programme, and it’s growth 
over time including:
•  The RPA maturity curve and it’s acceptance over time
•  Trends and predictions for RPA – where is this technology taking us, and how quickly will

we get there?
•  TThe top 5 critical success factors, how to effectively implement new technologies in your

organization
•  TCombining AI and RPA to optimize business processes and performance
Martin Ruane, Programme Director - Robotic Process Automation Lead, Engie

11:00  Energy companies now sit on vast proprietary data pools. By becoming good data 
refiners and being increasingly customer-focused, they will achieve remarkable 
improvements in processes across the value chain.

 All of this needs to be done using a rigorous management of change process and 
significant process or technology change should include considerations on safety 
and risk management, governance, organisation and communication to ensure a safe 
transition.

11:30  • Fostering a culture that accelerates technology adoption 

•  Understanding the potential impact of digitisation on your business –
and your people

•  How do you identify – and then develop - the digital skills and
capabilities you need?

Choose between tracks

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: ACHIEVING DRAMATIC IMPROVEMENTS IN PRODUCTIVITY, FLEXIBILITY, AND SPEED

As the industry looks for new ways to return to profitability, for many digital is a critical part of the answer, offering oil and gas companies the possibility of a radically more 
efficient way of operating. Digital platforms have given us the ability to collect, connect and manipulate data more easily. Analytics provide us with greater insight, and Artificial 
Intelligence and machine learning are transforming the way we work. Robotic Process Automation is driving rapid cost reduction by automating high-volume, repetitive 
processes. During this part of the program, delegates can explore the latest digital tools and methodologies, choosing the specific track sessions that best support where they 
are on their digital transformation journey. These are cutting edge,  and will be capped at 100 attendees to ensure all delegates get the opportunity to ask their most pressing 
questions and ensure you walk away with actions you can take back to the office and share with your team.

AI

STRATEGY RPA

PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE

DIGITAL  
WORKFORCEIOT
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12:00  Networking Lunch

12:50  A large scale, complete turn-around transformation case study: How Veolia drives 
significant efficiency and growth from their courageous business process and architecture 
reengineering project

 Veolia Group, headquartered in France, is a $30B company with 164,000 employees worldwide. 
It has four main service and utility areas traditionally managed by public authorities – water 
management, waste management, transport and energy services. The vast Business 
Management experience with Veolia Group of Madalin Mihailovici, Mihai Savin, Irina Munteanu 
and their Colleagues within the Apa Nova Bucharest Management Team was combined with 
Cristian Matei’s experience who - after 20 years working with ABB, Alstom Power or General 
Electric as Global Head of  Operational Quality & Continuous Improvement or Global Head of 
Learning & Development - joined Veolia in 2016 as Head of Transformation.  In this inspiring 
case study, they will take the audience through the company’s transformation journey, including 
insight into:

•  ”The burning platform” and how to deal with crisis management  - while transforming
problems into opportunities

•  Using a three-phased holistic approach to re-engineer business processes and organisational
architecture to achieve higher business performance

•  Putting necessary tools and methodologies in place to transition from opinion-based
leadership to a data-driven organisation

•  How to design continuous improvement management processes to continuously exceed all
stakeholders’ expectations while creating the self-sharpening organisation

Cristian Matei, Head of Business Transformation, Veolia

 Mihai Savin, Deputy General Manager & Business Process Re-engineering Project Director 
Apa Nova Bucharest - Member of VEOLIA Group

1:30  Building the Operational Excellence competencies of the future: What skills? What roles?

 Today’s organisations consist of increasingly complex IT and technological architectures upon 
which customers, employees and processes – both manual and digital - interact. That means that 
the role of operational excellence is arguably becoming both more important and increasingly 
complicated. In this session we’ll discuss the new skills and capabilities necessary for OPEX 
practitioners to help their organisations thrive in today’s high-risk and volatile market conditions.

• What does a 21st century operations practitioner look like?
• Understanding the power of human capital for operational excellence
• What skills / what roles are required in the future?
• Optimise your resources: effective productivity benchmarking
• Working with remote teams
• Internal competency development
• Creating networks of excellence to enable knowledge transfer

2:10  Chair’s summary and close of conference

MAIN CONFERENCE • THURSDAY 4TH OCTOBER 2018 

Speakers were knowledgeable and 
presented well. Lots of lessons learned!
Philip Schachtner, Manager, Cenovus
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